Princes depicts prince charming

 WHILE MRS. RUITH LEFAY's family relations classes were strong, the question of whether or not to go steady was discussed.

 Naturally, during this discussion, I would be willing to give up some of my activities in correspondence with him. Since I plan to be a teacher, we should share a mutual interest in children. If we cannot have any of our own, there should always be children without loving parents who need guidance.

 GOOD LOOKS and wealth are marks against a prospect, because they generally lead to heartbreak.

 The way I shall feel about the man I marry can be summed up in the following poem, of which I do not recall the author:

 "I love you, not only for what you are, but for what I am when I am with you."

 I love you because you are helping me to make of my life, not a prosaic, but a song. I love you because you are helping me to make of my life, not a tax Levy, but a temple.

 Rambling reporter reveals roster of remarkably reknowned relatives

 HAVE you any interesting relatives? These people may be of use to you.

 TOM CUTTING had a great uncle who piloted a steamboat on the Columbia River.

 "When they built up their bridge over the river" Uncle Tom's business, said Tom.

 Figure this one out: GARY FRANKLIN, LARRY FRANKLIN, HARDY HANCOCK, and JANEY HARRISON, who in turn fill in for JIMMY THOMAS. What is it? Jimmy is to Garry what Gary is to Jimmy.

 Gary also owns up to the fact that he and LINDA, and CAROL GYL KENN is cousins, and that he and RICHARD WELCH have a cousin in common.

 MARY HELEN CATHWORTH can claim world famous JOHN RAY MACK BROWN for a kinsman, J. D. SAGEL has cousins FLOYD SAGEL, former Raser- back football star, to bring honor to his name.
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